GREATERLONDONAUTHORITY
REQUEST FOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR DECISION

—

ADD2100

Title: Developing the London Simulator Value for Money Assessment and Market Scan

Executive Summary:

Approval is sought to contract a suitable supplier to undertake a value for money assessment and market
scan to support our review of a funding request put forward by Greenwood Strategic Advisors to develop
a dynamic systems based model of London (known as the London Simulator) Information gathered will
inform our final recommendation as to whether or not we should proceed with the funding request, and
will shape our forward procurement strategy and approach to managing the project, should it be
recommended.

Decision:

That the Assistant Director of the Economic & Business Policy Unit approves expenditure of up to
El 5,000 from the Infrastructure & Growth Budget to undertake a value for money assessment and market
scan which will inform our review of a funding request put forward by Greenwood Strategic Advisors.

AUTHORISING ASSISTANT DIRECTOR/HEAD OF UNIT:

I have reviewed the request and am satisfied it is correct and consistent with the Mayor’s plans and
priorities.
It has my approval.
Name: Mark Kleinman

Signature:
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Position: Assistant Director of Economic &
Business Policy Unit
Date:

u \cx_

PART I NON-CONFIDENTIAL FACTS AND ADVICE
Decision required supporting report
-

—

Introduction and background

1.

The Greater London Authority (GLA) has been working with an SME called Greenwood Strategic Advisors
for the past two years developing a prototype dynamic systems model of London (known as the Prototype
London Simulator). When completed, this model has potential to be used as a tool to support a new kind of
policy evaluation and investment appraisal at the GLA. To our knowledge nobody has developed such a
model of London before, or attempted to apply such technology at the city level.
Work to date has been undertaken on a pro-bono basis however Greenwood recently submitted a proposal
to scale up the prototype model over the next year, into a fully-functioning simulator. The scale of the
funding request is significant in a policy-based environment, and as such we require a third party supplier
with experience undertaking business and systems analysis to review Greenwood’s proposal and determine if
it represents value for money for the GLA, and is something that could be used effectively by GLA staff.
We also require a light market scan to determine if other suppliers are available to undertake similar types of
‘decision support’ modelling and analysis to inform our procurement strategy, followed by a list of
recommendations on how best to manage the project going forward, including risk identification.
—

Objectives and expected outcomes

2.

This project will aim to achieve four key objectives:
a) Evaluate Greenwood’s proposal, in order to determine if it represents value for money.
bJ Assess how the model proposed by Greenwood might benefit the GLA Group.
c)

Provide us with an understanding of how Greenwood’s offer compares to what could be offered by
other suppliers, through a market scan, should we choose to go out to competitive tender, or
alternatively justify a single source derogation on the basis of the intellectual property offered.

d) Provide us with a list of recommendations on how best to proceed with the project including
reviewing our suggested project management and governance processes and help us to identify key
risks.
Information gathered from this project will help inform our recommendation to the Mayor on whether or not
to proceed with Greenwood’s funding request, and potentially our forward approach in terms of
procurement and managing the project.
We anticipate these outcomes to be delivered through development of a short report for the Executive
Director of Resources and accompanying presentation to the GLA project team.
3.

Equality comments

The aim of the work is to enhance the GLA’s understanding of how a dynamic systems model could
potentially benefit the GLA Group, and assess the approach put forward by Greenwood to develop such a
model. Should the model be developed, it has potential to benefit those with protected characteristics, as it
will allow for integrated policy evaluation, allowing for better understanding of impacts of our decisions on a
wide variety of Londoners.
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4.

Other considerations

This proposal relates to the assessment of a tool that has potential to inform the development of future
Mayoral policies and investments.
This small project, we believe, has minimal risks attached as effectively it is acting as a risk mitigation
measure for a much larger project (development of the simulator itself). There is a likelihood that the
project may recommend we do not proceed with development of the London Simulator, meaning that it will
be difficult for us to justify investment in the tool should we decide we still want to continue with its
development. As such it is important that we be clear this project wifl represent one input into our
recommendation to the Mayor regarding development of the London Simulator, and it does not represent
the sole input.
5.

Financial comments

The estimated cost of £15,000 for this proposal will be funded from the Infrastructure & Growth budget for
201 7-1 8, held within the Economic Business Policy Unit.
6.

Planned delivery approach and next steps

Activity
Procurement of contract [
Delivery_Start_Date_[for_project_proposals]
Project finalised

Timeline
Early April
Mid April
End April

.

Appendices and supporting papers:

Request for Proposal
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Public access to information
Information in this form (Part 1)15 subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOl Act) and will be
made available on the CIA website within one working day of approval.

If immediate publication risks compromising the implementation of the decision (for example, to complete
a procurement process), it can be deferred until a specific date. Deferral periods should be kept to the
shortest length strictly necessary.
Note: This form (Part 1) will either be published within one working day after approval
date.

pr

on the defer

Pafti Deferral:
Is the publication of Part 1 of this approval to be deferred? YES

This project relates to the assessment of a larger funding proposal, which might be the subject of
competitive tender. As such it would be inappropriate for us to publicly signal to the market that we are
assessing a funding request that has already been made until we are clear about what our next steps are
going to be.
Until what date: 1 September 2017
Part 2 Confidentiality: Only the facts or advice considered to be exempt from disclosure under the F0I
Act should be in the separate Part 2 form, together with the legal rationale for non—publication.
Is there a part 2 form —NO

ORIGINATING OFFICER DECLARATION:
Drafting officer
AndsewMcMunnigaiLhas drafted this report in accordance with CLA procedures and confirms that the
Finance and —if relevant— Legal teams have commented on this proposal as required, and this decision
reflects their comments.

Corporate Investment Board:
The Corporate Investment Board reviewed this proposal on 10/4/17

HEAD OF FINANCE AND GOVERNANCE:

I confirm that financial and legal implications have been appropriately considered in the preparation of this
report.
Signature:

PP
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